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While Dr. Douglas had always been a proponent of an aggressive acquisition policy in the 

district, there was one opportunity that was lost. Lost not because Douglas did not want to buy 

the property but because of a series of peculiar circumstances.  A group of unpatented mining 

claims including the Irish Mag were owned by one James Daly, whom Dr. Douglas characterized 

as “not being of sound mind.”  Daly offered the claims to James Douglas, but his close friend 

and superintendent; Ben Williams said he would resign if Douglas made the purchase, as Daly 

had threatened his life.  Douglas, out of respect for his superintendent declined the purchase.  

Soon thereafter, in the spring of 1890, Daly shot and killed a deputy sheriff who was seeking to 

arrest him for assault.  Daly fled, never to be seen again, at least in Bisbee, thus ended the chance 

for Dr. Douglas to buy the claims. 

 

With Daly safely out of sight and unlikely to return to a hangman’s noose, a host of claimants 

began to appear with all manner of documents allegedly signed by Daly transferring ownership 

to them.  The increasingly valuable properties were in legal limbo.  After a string of court battles, 

in 1899, the United States Supreme Court vested title to the properties to Angela Diaz, Day’s 

common law wife as she had advanced the necessary funds to complete the required annual 

assessment work.  In the interim, Diaz had sold her rights to Tombstone saloon keeper, Martin 

Others come to Bisbee looking for opportunity

By the end of the 1890s, the 

Copper Queen was the only 

producer in the Warren 

Mining District, but it did not 

hold all of the property, not 

even all of the promising 

ground, including a group of 

claims quite near its own, 

very productive Spray mine. 

This was bought by a  the C&A 

a newcomer  to the district

Graeme Larkin collection

Irish Mag mine C- 1907

The Calumet & Arizona 

Mining Co. was successful 

quickly as it  developed 

the rich “Irish Mag” mine 

just a few hundred feet 

from the Spray Mine.  The 

C&A then went on to 

become a huge producer 

at Bisbee and beyond, with 

a number of very good 

mines
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Castillo, who financed the protracted legal battle.  He was to be rewarded mightily for his faith 

and efforts. 

 

In 1898, one John Graham, a former resident of Bisbee, arrived in Calumet, Michigan with 

beautiful malachite and azurite specimens he wished to sell.  Graham looked up his old friend 

and fellow miner, Captain Jim Hoatson, who was very much interested in the beautiful rocks.    

When Captain Jim asked John about the potential for acquiring good mining ground at Bisbee, 

Graham  assured Hoatson that “there was just as good as the Copper Queen at Bisbee” (Bisbee 

Daily Review, 1906). 

 

Thus, Captain Jim Hoatson came to the district looking for property to purchase on behalf of the 

Lake Superior and Western Development Company. After some investigation, nothing looked as 

good to him as the barren, hard limestone knob called "Mag Hill" which was owned by a 

Tombstone saloon keeper, Martin Costello. The Irish Mag claim, named for a woman of the red-

light district in upper Brewery Gulch, lay far to the east of any known ore and was generally 

considered to be of little value. However, Hoatson’s 26 years of experience had taught him 

many things not the least of which was that surface showings in a copper camp were not so 

important.  He quickly reached a deal with Costello and returned to Calumet to raise money for 

the development. 
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The Calumet & Arizona goes on to develop more mines

The success at the Irish Mag mine 

led the C&A  to acquire more  and 

more property and develop more 

mines.  Success followed success  

for the C&A and soon it was one 

of the larger copper companies in 

the US and expanded beyond 

Bisbee.

The C&A was an industry leader in 

many technical aspect and 

prospered through innovative 

approaches in an old industry.

~~~~~
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Cole shaft  C-1908

After the “Mag” came the 

Oliver mine, then the Cole, 

Hoatson, Junction and Briggs 

mines, all of which became 

great producers.

The Copper Queen was losing 

the game and began to pay huge 

sums for property it could have 

had for very little, if only the 

faith had been stronger. ~~~~~ 
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Several small companies were successful as well
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Shattuck mine c - 1908

A small group of claims 

formed the property of the 

Shattuck & Arizona Mining 

Co. with the Shattuck mine 

called “the richest little 

mine in Arizona,” and for 

good reason.  High grade 

ore was hit just 100’ down        

~~~~~

The Denn & Arizona  

developed the rich Denn 

mine which proved hugely 

challenging because of 

water problems as well as 

the fact that the ores 

were deep, very deep –

some 1,700’ to the first ore               

~~~~~
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Most of the small companies failed 

BY 1900, more than 1,000 mining 

claims covering nearly 20,000 

acres had been filed.  Some 400 

were patented while the 

remainder were unpatented.

The quick success of the C&A and 

the Shattuck inspired a rush to 

invest in these copper fields

Dozens of small mining 

companies formed, each 

convinced that the next Copper 

Queen mine was on their claims, 

but your money was needed to 

find it.  Invest in us, they said

The early years of the 20
th

century were to be busy ones for 

many of these small companies 

Some were honest efforts, with 

seemingly good ground. Others 

with less promising property 

were highly speculative and   

still others were absolute 

frauds, seeking only to swindle 

money from investors 
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Bisbee Extension Mining Co.                 

stock certificate  - 1911

More than 40 mining 

companies claimed to be 

developing or exploring 

ground at Bisbee at one time 

or another, but very few 

were to be successful.  
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Early shaft sinking at the 

Cochise Mine C-1902. 

Note the use of a horse 

whim to hoist broken rock 

and the simple tripod 

headframe in use 

Some failed because there was no ore to be found

The Copper Glance mining Company 

explored an area far to the east of 

the known ore.  It was following 

good surface indications in the post-

ore Glance formation which 

contained scattered pieces of ore, 

eroded from deposits far away.  

Nothing of consequence was ever 

found in spite of diligent work

Graeme Larkin collection 

Copper Glance Mining Co.     

stock certificate  - 1902
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Cochise Development Co.      

stock certificate  - 1906

The Cochise Development  Company  

sank a shaft in the mineralized 

porphyry/schist north of the 

Dividend fault and near 

Sacramento Hill, finding only very 

low-grade mineralization 

In both cases, the stockholders lost 

what they had  invested, but these 

companies had made honest efforts
~~~~~
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Higgins Shaft C-1905. 

The Higgins was one of the 

few small, independent mines 

which was successful.  It was 

the west-most of the 

successful mines as well. 

Graeme Larkin Collection 

A few companies came here to swindle, not to mine
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Excerpts  from Copper King  prospectus and 

stock certificate - 1900

The Copper King of Arizona 

made much of its proximity to 

the Copper Queen mines, 

suggesting it could be of 

equal value.  However, the 

Dividend fault cut off any ore 

extensions.  Most of the money 

raised in the stock market was 

used by to pay the directors 

handsomely , not look for ore
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The number of companies attempting to develop mines at Bisbee was cyclical and largely a 

function of available capital in the stock market.  Thus during periods of high metal prices, more 

speculators were in the market with more money available for these junior type companies.  This 

remains much the same today, except that those intent on swindling the investors have a more 

difficult time.  The periodic stock market panics/crashes/depressions typically cleaned out the 

market place by forcing many into bankruptcy.  The panics of 1893, 1907 and 1929 had the most 

impact on the small mines at Bisbee.  Even the smaller successful mines such as the Denn, 

Shattuck and Wolverine mines were closed during 1907/08 and the depression of post WWI 

years forced the merger of the Denn and Shattuck companies and caused the Higgins to be sold 

to Phelps Dodge while the unprecedented market crash of 1929 forced the merger of the C&A 

with PD. 

 

 

 

 

The independent mine operators at Bisbee 1880 - 1930

MINE OPERATING COMPANY

ABC Arizona Bisbee Copper Co.

Bisbee Extension Bisbee Extension Mining Co

Bisbee Queen Bisbee Queen Development Co.

Bisbee West Bisbee West Copper Mining Co.

Calumet & Bisbee Calumet & Bisbee Development Co.

Cochise Cochise Development Co.

Copper Prince Arizona Prince Copper Co.

Copper King Copper King of Arizona Co.

Denn Denn Arizona Copper Co.

Easter Sunday Easter Sunday Mining Co.

Glance Copper Glance Mining Co.

Higgins Higgins Development Co.

Houghton Houghton Development Co.

Ivanhoe Ivanhoe Copper Co.

Lowell Lowell and Arizona Mining Co.

Neptune Neptune Mining Co.

Night Hawk Night Hawk Leasing Co.

Portage Lake Portage Lake & Bisbee Development Co.

Red Jacket Red Jacket & Bisbee Development Co.

Shattuck Shattuck & Arizona Copper Co.

Saginaw American-Saginaw Development Co.

Warren (old) Warren District Development Co.

Wolverine #1 Wolverine & Arizona Mining Co.

Wolverine #2 Wolverine & Arizona Mining Co.

Graeme Larkin Collection 

Night Hawk Leasing Company              

stock certificate - 1926

The larger of the 

independent 

companies and the 

mines they developed 

at Bisbee.  The 

successful mines are 

noted by underlining
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The Copper Queen tries to catch up  

Faced with the very real 

possibility of being left 

behind, the Copper Queen 

bought all of the claims it 

could.   It paid huge sums for 

property that could have 

been had for a trifle a few 

years earlier , yet most of it 

was to be barren  of ore.  The 

Queen had waited too long to 

act       ~~~~~

Of the many claims bought 

during the rush, only the 

property with the Lowell 

mine  and nearby Dallas 

mine were ever of value 

and it took the Dallas 

several decades to prove 

its true worth ~~~~~
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Miners at the Lowell shaft 1905
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Douglas was a man well ahead of his times in many ways.  He spoke and wrote extensively on 

the preservation of natural resources (1909b), (1913b), often taking his own industry to task for 

their less than efficient practices (Douglas, 1904). Douglas argued against the “law of the apex as 

an inhibitor to productive commerce and as an endless source of income for predatory lawyers 

(Douglas, 1907).  To the very real benefit of the district he abolished this practice at Bisbee.  The 

Copper Queen could have claimed all of the ore found by the Calumet & Arizona had it chosen 

to wage the battle, but that would have been fundamentally wrong and against the cherished 

beliefs of both himself and the partners of Phelps Dodge & Co. 

 

With the abolition of the “Apex” rights came free access to the mines of the other companies so 

that each could profit from the success of the other in the discovery of ore near the property 

boundary.  There was also the sharing of technical information which allowed the companies to 

take full advantage of the experiences, both good and bad, of their neighbor.  This was open 

sharing of such knowledge and information was absolutely unprecedented.  

 

Perhaps this was the most significant contribution Dr. James Douglas made to his industry, and 

thereby benefiting society as a whole, was to bring an end to the long held practices of keeping 

A huge problem is averted through cooperation

• The success of the new mines in the District had the 

potential to create endless litigation and enrich an army 

of lawyers through the much hated “Law of the Apex”

• Just as the Copper Prince claimed ore in the Copper Queen, 

the Queen could have claimed the new finds as their own, as 

the “Apex” was clearly on Queen Ground, but only after 

years of bitter litigation

• Dr Douglas would have none of it and said “we must decide 

which industry is to prosper here  - that of mining or that of 

lawyers”

• He chose wisely and because of this, the  district was to be 

one of the very few spared the vicious fighting between 

companies  over the ownership of ores .  

• All parties made the “vertical sideline”  of a claim the 

boundary to which ore could be mined and  free access was 

give to each others mines so that any information gained by 

one would be shared with the other.

• Mining prospered mightily in the Warren Mining District to 

the benefit of all ~~~~~
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every improvement or discovery secret.  In tribute to him after his death in 1918, the Engineering 

& Mining Journal said: 

 

“It was he who led in tearing away the veil of secrecy that formally 

shrouded and hampered mining technology.  Our marvelous progress 

during the last 20 years has been based on the general and generous 

exchange of knowledge and information more than upon anything else.  

In permitting that great philosophy Dr. Douglas led the way and 

exhibited a spirit that spread widely and prevailingly.”  

 

We in the industry today still greatly benefit from this selfless effort. 
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The Warren Mining District

The Warren Mining District showing ownership by the producing companies      

the productive area is outlined in red - 1922 ~~~~~
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The Copper Queen is cut off

The Copper 

Queen’s 

historic mining 

area was 

limited. Now 

the C&A and 

others had all 

of the ground 

where new ore 

was most 

likely to be 

found. The 

Queen was in 

trouble.  It 

could not 

expand into 

new areas, but 

it could 

optimize what 

it had if it 

modernize.

~~~~~
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Relative positions of the properties held by the principal mining companies 1922

Copper Queen area per -1900
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In December 1899, Ben and Lewis Williams left the Copper Queen and Bisbee, but the reasons 

for their departures have always been unclear.  Both were capable men in their 50s with a lot of 

time left to work.  Indeed, both continued working in mining elsewhere for a number of years.  

Why did they leave? 

 

Ben Williams was clearly responsible for the loss of opportunity to acquire the Irish Mag claim 

when he threatened to resign if Dr. Douglas purchased it from the apparently demented owner, 

Daly.  By the time it was purchased by the C&A, its potential value was well understood from 

development in the nearby Spray mine.  There can be little doubt that the owners of the Copper 

Queen were unhappy about this loss, but was this what caused the change? 

 

Lewis Williams as smelter superintendent performed marvelously with the relatively primitive 

furnaces he installed in the early 1880s, so much so, that he insisted the same small and 

somewhat inefficient furnaces be installed in the new smelter at the Czar in 1887.  However, Dr. 

Douglas was less impressed with the old units and while he allowed three to be installed, he 

insisted that the next furnaces added be of a different and larger type.  As the smelter expanded, 

in the confined space, it was not the most efficient of plants and surely only developed this way 

The changing face of the Copper Queen

The young 

businessman, 

Walter Douglas, 

replaced the  very 

experienced miner, 

Ben Williams, in 

late 1899   ~~~~~ 
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Walter Douglas   C - 1910

•The Copper Queen  could not open up new areas to explore for 

additional reserves, they were blocked by  other mining companies, 

particularly, the C & A

•The Queen had to get smarter about how to use what it had, and it 

had huge amounts of low grade ore

•Most of the very high grade ore was gone.  Feed to the smelter, 

after hand sorting the ore in the stopes, was now  below 7% 

copper

•It began with a change of management at Bisbee
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in one of the Copper Queen mines                               

C - 1895
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under the guidance of Lewis Williams.  Perhaps he was reluctant to change in general.  Perhaps 

he wanted to save the owners the costs associated with the construction of a new and modern 

plant.  If either of these were true, he was costing the owners more by keeping a plant that was 

inefficient and wasteful. 

 

Over the years that the Copper Queen was in operation, a number of important advances had 

been made in mining technology.  Most importantly were the advent of pneumatic drills and 

motorized ore haulage.   Why did the Queen not adopt these technologies?  They were largely 

proven by the mid-1890s. 

 

Were the Williams brothers replaced because they could not adapt to the changes?  This very 

problem still plagues the mining industry today with many otherwise capable mangers are 

replaced because they are unable to take the next step toward becoming efficient through the 

effective use of new technology. Or was it simply old fashioned nepotism?  Ben Williams was, 

after all, replaced by Walter Douglas, the son of Dr. Douglas.  To this point Walter Douglas was 

somewhat inexperienced.  Whatever his short comings may have been, it must be said, and 

without reservation, that Walter Douglas became an extraordinary manager and led the Copper 

Queen and Phelps Dodge to the forefront of the industry at the time.  He did not waste any time 

getting started either. 

 

In any event, during November 1899, the news of their resignations was received by the town 

with sadness (Tombstone Epitaph, 1899).  Thus the mine workers and town’s people joined with 

the Copper Queen to give an appropriate token of their collective affection and esteem to the 

Williams brothers.  For this, the people of Bisbee turned to Shreve & Co., the noted San 

Francisco silversmiths, when it came to honoring Ben and Lewis. 
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Two large, sterling silver trophy-

like loving cups adorned with 

gold decoration were presented to 

these fine gentlemen by a grateful 

populous on December 20, 1899.  

Together, they moved on to 

California two days later (Arizona 

Orb, 1899), but they returned 

often and were always warmly 

welcomed by their many friends.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The loving cups presented to the Williams brothers. Top: back side of Ben’s. Roger Becksted collection; 

Lower: two views of the cup given Lewis, Bisbee Mining and Historical Museum Collection 
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The old smelter at the Czar shaft was ugly beyond description.  Photographs of the time look 

more akin to a junkyard than an industrial complex, much less a profitable one.  On writer of the 

time said” The old smelting plant was crowded and inadequate, notwithstanding which it earned 

many millions of dollars for the Copper Queen Company, in the past, doing much better work 

than its appearance promised.” 
 

 

 

The drive to become more efficient
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Copper Queen smelter  1898

• The years from 1900 to 1920 were 

to be two decades of significant 

change in the way the Copper 
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waste from the 
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lost, especially now, 

with the lower ore 

grades  being mined     
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It began with a new smelter in a new town

A new site with an abundance of both space and water was 

selected some 24 miles away on the Mexican boarder and named 

“Douglas” for  Dr. James Douglas.  Interestingly, this site was 

not the first choice. One near Naco  was preferred, but land 

speculators  bought the  desired property first and DR. 

Douglas refused  to be robbed and changed locations.

A state of the art plant with three times the capacity was built 

and brought into production in 1904.  Slag from the new plant 

contained less than 1% copper and often less than 0.5%. The 

twin efficiencies of increased scale and modernization came 

with the new smelter. Now the mines had to keep up with the 

huge, hungry smelter and they did by mining lower grade.

Graeme Larkin collection  

Copper Queen smelter, Douglas, Arizona    

C- 1905

Production from the Copper Queen 

jumped from 3 million pounds per 

month to just over 5 million pounds 

then to 6 million then to 7 million 

pounds per month as more than 

twice as much ore from Bisbee was 

treated.  This plant also smelted 

ores from the mines at Nacozari,  

Mexico, also  owned by PD.

~~~~~
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There is little doubt that the introduction of pneumatic drills in the mines of the Copper Queen 

was delayed by the need to develop the infrastructure required just to get sufficient volumes of 

compressed air to the working faces.  First power was needed to run the huge compressors which 

were required and electricity was not readily available, thus steam power plants had to be built to 

run the compressors.  Then there was the huge task of installing the miles of pipe in the shafts 

and other workings as well as the placement of air receivers to provide the essential surge 

capacity when demand was high.  These projects obviously took years to complete.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

The mines had to keep the huge, new smelter full

Improved drilling was an important first 

step. Pneumatic rock drills replaced 

hand drilling, reducing the time to drill 

a blast from two shifts with two men to 

three hours with one miner and a helper.

Compressed air drills were  not introduced at Bisbee until 1905 

even tough they had been available for a number of years             

~~~~~
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More ore had to be mined and faster --- More miners were needed, 

but skilled miners were scares and hand drilling was a high skill 

task.  A change  made  in this alone could  have a huge impact.
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Introducing mules into the mine for haulage was not a simple matter.  A number of changes had 

to be made to accommodate these special beasts.  First, it was not easy to get a mule down the 

shaft. Not one of the cages at any of the mines was nearly big enough to allow hold a mule (this 

changed with the Sunrise shaft in 1920 which had a cage built to accommodate mules).  To lower 

one, it had to be securely tied, indeed bundled to keep it from catching on the shaft timber.  They 

are powerful animals and are not easily trussed in a manner that would allow them to be 

suspended under the cage and lowered down the shaft, so they were sedated. Now a +1,000 

pound, sedated mule is still not easy to handle as every effort was taken not to injure these 

expensive creatures.   

 

When a man pushes a loaded mine car, he is in a stooped position and needed only a little head 

room.  Mules required a good deal more space, thus many of the drifts and crosscuts had to be 

raised, not a simple matter where the ground was heavy and timber was already in place.  In un-

timbered areas, it was easy to drill a few holes in the back (ceiling) and blast to make more head 

room, but timbered areas had to be treated carefully as they were raised to make the necessary 

head room. 

Just getting the ore from the stopes to the shaft was hard

All of the ore was pushed, by hand to the shaft, one car at a time, 

just as it always had been done. This slow and very labor intensive 

approach could not be depended upon.  These cars held only ½ ton 

of ore and the smelter need, 3, 200 such cars every workday.  This 

could not be done by hand alone, even working three shifts per day.

Graeme Larkin collection 

Hand tramming loaded mine car        

C - 1915

Mules were introduced in 1907, and while 

they could pull 3 or 4 such cars at a time, a 

mule need more head clearance than a man. 

Thus the workings had to be enlarged where 

they were to be used.  This was a great 

improvement, but still insufficient to meet 

the smelter’s growing demand.

Undergroun

d Mule barn                 

C – 1908             
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Bisbee’s mines were wet, often very wet.  Mules must have the ability to have their feet dry out.  

They cannot work in mud or water all day, thus drainage was important to keep the track as dry 

as possible, a little water or mud was OK, but not a lot. 

Then there was the matter of caring for them.  Dry, well ventilated areas were chosen for their 

“barns” and they were well fed and watered.    More than one miner was fired for stealing the 

oats used to mix with the other forage they received.  Because of this and the many changes, 

indeed improvements made to bring in and feed the mules, it was common lore that the mules 

were cared for better than the men.  To be sure the mules were very well cared for, just as any 

expensive tool or animal should be treated, but in no way were they viewed superior to the men, 

at least not at Bisbee. 
 

 

  

A well trussed mule about to be unloaded 

from a cage C-1915. 

Note the sand placed on the flooring to 

help protect the mule from injury when 

unloaded. 
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Men and mules continued to be the principal method of moving rock on the odd numbered levels 

as well as all levels above the 400, but by using closely spaced raises for dump points, the 

distance was keep to a minimum.  Hand tramming averaged 260 feet in 1910 while mule haulage 

was 770 feet.  Motors on the other hand averaged 2,650 feet per tram that same year.  It was not 

until 1930 that mules and most hand tramming was totally replaced by motor haulage. 
 

 

Electric trolley haulage meets the challenge

In 1908 electric trolley “motors” 

(locomotives) were brought in to 

solve the problem of haulage of 

ore to the shafts and waste rock 

to where ever it was needed.  

Bringing in trolley motors was a 

huge task.  One which required  an 

enormous investment.  

~~~~~

Historically, the size of most of the openings cut in the rock for access 

was kept at a minimum.  Every inch of height or width required more hand 

drilling as well as hand mucking.  Also, the mine openings went where the 

ore was and this was where the rock was the most unstable.  Small 

openings, bad ground, not a good mix for modern, motorized haulage.  All 

this had to be changed before motors could be safely and effectively used.  

~~~~~

The whole mine could not be changed, so starting with the 400 level, every 

even numbered level was made ready for the trolley.  Miles of new 

crosscuts were driven in good rock, while existing workings were widened 

to accept the new, bigger cars and the back was raised to place the 240 

volt DC bare trolley wire safely above the heads of both men and mules.

Graeme Larkin collection  

Trolley motor with 1½ ton gable bottom cars  C - 1910
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Each loaded car was pushed onto a cage (elevator) deck, then hoisted to the surface where it was 

then hand trammed and dumped into bins for loading into railroad cars.  The empty cars were 

then pushed back to the shaft to be placed on the cage deck and returned underground.  Many 

men were required in this process which involved nearly two thousand cars a day from all of the 

shafts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shaft is the next potential bottleneck

Every car of ore brought to the shaft was pushed onto a cage 

deck for hoisting to the surface , Hundreds of cars were  hoisted 

daily, working  24 hours just to meet the

demand  of the smelter.

The individual mine shafts at Bisbee were 

closely spaced to optimize the distance the 

ore cars were hand trammed.  There were 

many shafts with lots of cars to be hoisted 

every day.  The cages typically had 3 decks 

so 3 cars could be hoisted at one time.  

Still, a slow, labor intensive process.
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Cage loading ore cars at a shaft station  C - 1908
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Miners on a three deck cage 

Gardner mine  C - 1915
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Left, removing a loaded 

car of ore from a cage.  

Note empty on the top 

deck, which has been 

dumped into the ore bin 

and is to be returned 

underground. 

Right, dumping a car of 

ore into the ore bins.  

Both photos from 1904 

and at the Gardner Mine. 
Graeme-Larkin collection. 

Handling the ore on the surface was also  laborious

• Every loaded car hoisted to the surface was trammed 

by hand to ore bins and manually dumped for loading 

into railcars for transport to the smelter.  The empty 

cars were returned to the shaft to be lowered and 

begin the cycle  all over.

The surface 

tramming and 

dumping of 

several 

hundred cars 

per day at 

each of the 

shafts 

involved a 

large number 

of men, a 

significant 

expense   

Graeme Larkin collection 

Ore bins and railcars at the Gardner mine  C - 1908
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Ore handling is slow, labor intensive and expensive

• With every even numbered level equipped with trolley 

haulage and all of the ore from the odd levels 

transferred to a trolley level, the haulage distance to 

the hoisting shaft could be greatly increased

• A single, centrally  located shaft could be dedicated to 

hoist all of the ore with men and materials handled at the 

other shafts according to their individual needs.

• The Sacramento shaft was developed for this use as its 

location was ideal with good railroad access

• The shaft was equipped with a large steel head frame and 

powerful steam hoist with the steam provided by a large 

and new power plant nearby 

• The shaft design included ore pockets from which three 

ton skips could be loaded

• No longer was it necessary to handle a multitude of small 

ore cars several times to get the ore to the surface and 

into railcars 

~~~~~
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The Sacramento is the central hoisting shaft

The new underground haulage system developed was connected 

to the Sacramento shaft on every level from the 400 down.  Ore 

from all of the mines was taken to the “Sac” where it was dumped 

into storage pockets near the shaft.  The pockets were 

connected to the shaft and the ore loaded into three ton 

capacity skips for hoisting to the surface  ~~~~~

Once at the surface, 

the skips self-dumped 

into a bin which fed a 

conveyor belt that 

loaded the rail cars 

directly.    ~~~~~

The loading area for the 

rail cars was a covered 

shed with the capacity  

for 21 cars at a time, 

with an additional seven 

car track at the side. 
Graeme Larkin collection  

Sacramento shaft & loading facility   C - 1920

Loading shed

Conveyor

Power Plant
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Dr. Douglas was a visionary, a man well ahead of his times in so many ways ---labor relations, 

industrial safety and the conservation of natural resources.  He believed in the optimization of 

recovery system to extract the most out of what he saw as limited, nonrenewable resources 70 

years before most others expressed such a concern.  

 

 

  

Other sources of copper looked for

• The many tens of thousands  of tons 

of slag produced by the smelter in 

Bisbee averaged 2.5% copper and 

were reprocessed in the new plant 

over some five years, recovering 

more than 4 million pounds from 

this once waste material

• The smoke stacks from the old 

smelter climbed up queen hill for 

some distance which cooled the 

smoke substantially.  This caused 

large amounts of very high copper 

flue dust to drop out of suspension.  

This was collected in a “dust 

chamber” at the bottom.  It was 

difficult for the old plant to 

retreat this extremely fine  but rich 

material. The new plant handled it 

just fine and several million more 

pounds of copper were recovered 

from another waste

• Resource conservation was an 

important issue for Dr Douglas

~~~~~~
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From 1904 until the present time, copper has been recovered from the acidic mine waters at 

Bisbee.  The plants for this have been in several locations with the first near the Czar shaft which 

collapsed in 1909 and was rebuilt.  A second plant replaced this and was located at the base of 

Sacramento hill.   

 

When low-grade waste was removed from the Sacramento pit, it was placed in piles near the 

concentrator site and irrigated to produce the copper rich acid waters.  This the first effort at 

dump leaching at Bisbee and the plant was very successful and operated for most of 10 years. 

 

The C&A had a plant on the 1500 level of the junction for many years then, as the mines 

deepened, it was moved it to 1800 level of the Junction mine were all acid mine waters were 

collected for pumping to the surface following copper recovery. 

 

 

 

Highly corrosive mine waters yield copper

• Since the sulfide ores were first mined, high copper, acid waters 

were a real problem in the mines, literally replacing anything 

iron with soft copper rendering the item interesting, but useless.   

At the Czar  mine, special ceramic lined pumps carried this 

troublesome water to the surface in pipes made of wood and 

wrapped with stainless steel wire to resist the acid ~~~~~

• Copper recovery from this water began in 1904 very near the site 

of the Queen mine tours building

• This former nuisance became a valued source of copper, one 

which would be  exploited for many years to come

~~~~~

wood pipe

Bisbee Mining Museum collection 

Track hammer replaced by copper

Graeme Larkin collection 

Czar shaft pipe compartment  1961
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The last such plant 

was constructed 

near the Campbell 

shaft to recover 

copper from both 

the acid waters 

collected 

underground, 

which were 

pumped from the 

1800 level of the 

Junction mine by a 

stainless steel 

pump through 

stainless steel 

pipe, and the 

waters recovered 

from the irrigation 

of the number 7 

dump. 

The process of 

dump irrigation to 

mobilize  the 

copper and recover 

it from solution is 

called leaching as the copper is leached from the sulfides (sulfur + metal, copper and iron in this 

case) as they breakdown in the moist environment with the aid of sulfur fixing bacteria. A weak 

sulfuric acid based solution results from this breakdown with both the copper and iron placed in 

solution.  This is the same process which takes place underground, but typically without the 

intentional irrigation. 

 

After leaching has removed the copper from the ore and dissolved it into a sulfuric acid-water 

solution, the recovered solution is passed over pieces of iron, such as cans, car bodies and other 

scrap. Some of the iron dissolves and replaces the copper in the solution. The copper, meanwhile, 

is deposited on the remaining pieces of iron. The resulting copper concentrate is called 

precipitate copper and is from 60 to 90 percent pure copper. From this point, usually it must be 

smelted or refined to remove the rest of the impurities.     

 

 

 

 

 

Multi-story copper precipitation plant to the right of the Czar Shaft headframe C-1905 
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Copper precipitation plants become a part of production

Graeme Larkin collection 

Precipitation plant near the Czar shaft - 1910

Czar shaft

Queen Mine Tour site

Precipitation plant

Copper recovery from the acidic, copper rich, mine waters at 

Bisbee produced many millions of pounds of the red metal  in 

the more than 100 years that the process was employed.  This 

process latterly turned millions of tons of what would 

otherwise have been waste, into something of true value.

The first such 

plant was built 

on the old 

smelter site, but 

collapsed in 1910 

and was moved to 

Sac hill.  Later 

plants were 

located near 

open pit leach 

dumps to take 

advantage of 

water recovered 

from leaching 

these low grade 

materials
~~~~~
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Scrap iron is used to produce copper 

• The process was simple: put iron in copper water, the iron is 

slowly replaced by  a high-grade, copper sludge, or 

precipitate is left behind which is collected, dried and then 

smelted.

• Any scrap iron near Bisbee ended up in the  “percip” plant to 

make copper.  This included tin cans, old car bodies and any 

industrial scrap iron.  Thin material like cans worked best 

and over the years, many

thousands of tons of 

scrap tin cans came to 

Bisbee by the railcar full.

Bisbee was home to a 

number of precipitation 

plants, both on the 

surface and underground,  

all of which were a 

material part of its copper 

production over the years

~~~~~
Graeme Larkin collection 

Precipitation plant for waters from the Czar and 

Holbrook mines at the base of Sac hill  C - 1927
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From 1904 until 1944, a number of leases were granted to small miners to mine materials 

deemed uneconomical by the larger Copper Queen.  Each lease granted had a defined area and 

the mining was restricted to those areas.  Over the 40 years, many millions of tons of copper, 

lead, and manganese were mined by these industrious, small companies. 

 
 

  

Other sources of revenue were sought

• In an effort to maximize the available resources, 

different  sources of copper and other metals were 

exploited

– The old waste dumps at the Copper Queen, Czar and 

Holbrook mines averaged 2½% copper. They  were 

removed and sent to the smelter

• Much of this was done during a strike in 1907 to supplement 

production lost due to the partial work stoppage.  

– Leases were granted to a number of small miners to 

exploit the fringe areas of old stopes starting in 1904

• These small miners could mine cheaper than the larger company, 

thereby mining metal which would otherwise be left behind

• All ore mined under the lease system was sent to the Copper Queen 

smelter to help feed the furnaces

• The lease approach to mining small areas continued until 1944

– Lead had been a common metal in several of the mines 

and became economically important in 1908 and 

continued to be so for 40 years more 

• The Queen tunnel was driven in 1915, primarily to facilitate the 

handling of lead ores found in the Southwest mine

• These ores were sent to El Paso for smelting

– Manganese was mined from a number of  near-surface 

deposits during several high-demand periods

• Most of the manganese ore mined was sent to Bessemer, Alabama to 

be use in steel manufacturing 

~~~~~
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The creation of a geology department by the Copper Queen was an important, but controversial, 

step forward in understanding the nature of the complex depositional environment at Bisbee.  Dr. 

James Douglas, a visionary in most respects, was quick to point out that it was not prudent to 

place too much faith in the science of geology and its application to ore exploration.  He placed 

more faith in the ability of an experienced miner to find ore.  In this aspect, Dr. Douglas was 

wrong.   

As suggested, to this point, most exploitation was based on the, often very good, instincts of the 

miners and/or foremen, but at best these instincts were subjective and less than perfect.   This is 

not to say that the geologist were perfect, this was never the case, but the introduction of a 

systematic, science-based approach brought about a much higher degree of success in 

exploration.  

 

 

 

New areas are explored with a new approach

Following the success of the Shattuck 

mine and discoveries in the nearby Uncle 

Sam mine, the prospecting of Queen Hill 

began with new and important orebodies 

found which led to the development of the 

wonderfully rich Southwest mine

The porphyry/ breccia hosted deposit in 

Sac Hill was identified as a potential 

source of ore using steam shovel mining 

techniques and floatation  for 

concentrating

A geology department was established in 1909 to lead the search 

for new sources of ore in areas previously untested as well as 

to look anew at areas within the operating mines.

Sacramento Hill 

1902                   

Graeme Larkin 

collection
Graeme Larkin collection     

Geologist and assistant sampling 

working face  C - 1915
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The areas above the 5,300 elevation had been largely ignored as the little work done above this 

level had been disappointing.  The Higgins Development Company was exploring above this 

level and to the west of the Copper Queen property, but they too had little luck.  It was the 

success of the Shattuck mine and subsequent discoveries in the Uncle Sam mine of the Copper 

Queen coupled with good geologic work that pointed the way to the orebodies in what became 

the Southwest Mine. 
 

 

New ore is found in old places

Geologic work coupled with the success 

of the Shattuck mine suggested that ore 

could be present in the limestones above 

the original Copper Queen mine.  To this 

point, little had been done above the 

5,300 elevation and nothing found.       

With new geologic information and 

exploration work, many important 

orebodies were found. 

Southwest mine orebodies

Graeme Larkin collection   

Site of the Southwest mine - 1909

Graeme Larkin collection 

Cross section, looking south, with ores mined projected  to the section line - 1913

5300

the rich Southwest Mine was developed on these ores beginning  

in 1911. By 1915, it was one of the most important mines ~~~~~
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The CQCMCo. becomes the CQ Branch of Phelps Dodge

• The Copper Queen Consolidated 

Mining Co. and Phelps Dodge had 

always been very closely held 

companies with fewer than 20 

shareholders, largely decedents 

of the Phelps and Doge families.

• To this point, the substantial 

investments made in modernizing 

Bisbee had, in effect, come 

directly from their pockets as the 

money could have been distributed 

among the few share holders 

instead. 

• The decision to proceed with the 

Sacramento Pit was a monumental 

one, hugely expensive like nothing 

before and risky, very risky.  A 

decision was taken to share the 

risk by going public.

Graeme Larkin collection 

Phelps Dodge Corp. stock certificate - 1952

In 1917, Phelps Dodge & Co. sells its shares publicly and becomes 

a listed company.  All of the risks and rewards were now shared 

by the many shareholders and not just the original owners.  To 

be sure, the original owners were handsomely rewarded through 

the sale, but it was only appropriate given their never failing 

support at Bisbee as well as the development of operations at 

Morenci, Arizona, Tyrone and Dawson, New Mexico and Nacozari, 

Sonora,  Mexico, all now part of PD Corp. Dr. Douglas is elected 

president of PD by the directors

~~~~~
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Sacramento Hill is developed – 1917 ---1929

Graeme Larkin collection   

Initial blast on Sacramento Hill – January 1917
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Sacramento Pit - 1926
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Steam shovel mining in the  “Sac” Pit - 1923

The “Sac” pit was one of the 

earlier open-pit, steam shovel, 

copper mines in the world with 

waste removal starting in 1917 

and ore production beginning 

in 1923.  In all, some 7.8 million 

tons of 2.02% copper ore were 

mined along with 24 million 

tons of waste and leach 

material. It closed in late 1929                                              

~~~~~
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After the railroad in the Sac pit could not be advanced any deeper because of space constraints 

and steep grades, raises were driven into the pit bottom from the 500 level of the Sacramento 

mine.  The ore was then blasted into these raises, or glory holes, and the broken ore collected in 

the raises below and hauled to the Sacramento shaft for hoisting.  A modest amount of ore 

beyond the reach of the raises was loaded by a steam shovel into small mine cars (3 ½ ton) which 

were then pulled by a tractor to the glory holes for dumping. In all, some 498,000 tons of 2.40% 

copper were recovered in this process.  A depression in the pit bottom was the result of this final 

effort to recover the last bit of ore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sacramento Pit was an engineering marvel 
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Sac Pit, looking west - 1926
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Glory hole in pit bottom  - 1933

The last ore in 

the pit bottom 

was blasted 

into or pushed 

into openings 

in the pit 

called “Glory 

holes” 

~~~~~
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In hopes of finding ore to the east of the Junction and Campbell mines, Phelps Dodge had 

purchased the holdings of the Warren Reality & Development Company in 1916, which included 

the long-abandoned Calumet and Cochise shaft.  The shaft was deepened and crosscuts drive 

toward major fault zones to find water.  Over time and with much effort, adequate water was 

found on the 1800 level.  Pumps were installed and the water supply secured. 

Latter additional development work, also on the 1800 level, succeeded in finding even more 

water, which allowed the leaching of the low grade materials. 

 

  

Water is needed to process the ore from the Sac pit

• Copper floatation mills 

require large volumes of 

water to operate, both 

for the copper recovery 

and the disposal of the 

waste tailings

• The mines of the Copper 

Queen did not produce 

sufficient water to 

operate such a plant 

• The C&A had water in 

abundance, but was not 

inclined to allow is use by 

the queen in the new 

concentrator

• A  shaft, the Calumet and 

Cochise (C&C) above the 

Warren town site was 

developed just to find 

water.  It was, in effect, a 

“water mine”

• Sufficient water was hit 

on the 1800 level in 1920, 

after several years of 

nervous exploration

Continued development in this 

“water mine” found enough 

water to not only supply the 

concentrator, but also to allow 

for the leaching of low grade 

materials from the Sac pit which 

had been placed near the 

concentrator

Graeme Larkin collection  

Calumet & Cochise mine - 1961
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Flotation is a separation process for concentrating the copper sulfide -bearing mineral in a low-

grade material. Crude ore is ground to a fine powder and mixed with water, frothing reagents, 

and collecting reagents. The technique relies upon differences in the surface properties of 

different particles to separate them. The particles that are to be floated are rendered hydrophobic 

by the addition of the appropriate chemicals. Air is then bubbled through the mixture and the 

desired particles become attached to the small air bubbles and move to the surface where they 

accumulate as froth and are collected by skimming off the froth. The waste material settles to the 

bottom of the cells and is removed by pumping for disposal as tailings. 
 

 

 

 

 

A concentrator is built to handle the Sac ore

The recovery of copper from low-grade sulfide ores by floatation 

was a proven technology by the time the Copper Queen 

concentrator began operation in 1923.  Bulk samples recovered 

from exploration drifts had been tested and the results were 

positive.  Much of  the copper in the low-grade material of Sac hill 

could be recovered by froth floatation. This process turned 

millions of tons of waste material into profitable ore.  

The 5,000 ton per day plant treated more than 7 million tons of 

ore from the Sac pit and operated for several years after the pit 

closed, treating ore mined from below the pit limit by “glory hole” 

methods and later block caving of the eastern part of the 

orebody~~~~~

Copper floatation  froth 

Copper Queen 

concentrator         

C – 1928          

Graeme Larkin 

collection
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The process of leaching low grade mine waste had been successfully employed at several 

locations prior to the effort at Bisbee.  The addition of water, sometimes with added sulfuric acid, 

to copper/iron sulfides causes the sulfides to decompose and to put both cooper and iron into 

solution.  It was an old process dating back to the Roman occupation of Spain, but with a 

difference in how the copper was recovered. 

 

In the earliest of times, the copper rich solutions were evaporated and the residual muds/salts 

were smelted and the copper recovered.  By the early 20th century the use of scrap iron to recover 

the metal from solution was commonly employed just as it was for the recovery of copper from 

acidic mine waters.  This procedure was employed at Bisbee for a great many years. 

 

 

 

 

Dump leaching becomes important in the recovery of copper 

Graeme Larkin collection 

No. 1 leach dump near Don Luis -1929

Graeme Larkin collection 

No. 7 leach dump near Warren -1929

Recovery of copper from piles of 

copper sulfide ore with the addition 

of water has been carried on for 

more than 1,000 years in other 

places.  At Bisbee, Dr. Douglas first 

became interested in the 

application of this process in about 

1900, however early test on low-

grade ore from underground were 

discouraging and the work stopped.

Drilling for the Sac pit outlined 

several million tons of low grade  

material which produced 

satisfactory test results.  This 

material was placed on a lined area 

near Don Luis and successfully 

leached for several years.   Thus 

began a process which would 

produce millions of pounds of 

copper over the next 75 + years

In 1929, the very low grade 

waste in the No. 7 dump near 

Warren was placed under 

irrigation with good results 

as well.     ~~~~~
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During the late 1930s, Phelps Dodge made a second effort to find extensions of the ore in the 

direction of the Warren shaft.  This time, it was from the 2700 level of the Campbell mine.  Drifts 

were run to the east, actually right under the Warren shaft and even a bit beyond. No ore was 

ever found, but, again water was hit.  At the time, the huge volumes of water were a real problem 

as the lower part of the mine was flooded, in spite of reasonable precautions.  Ultimately, the 

water was controlled and a four inch drill hole put in the bottom of the Warren shaft to drain into 

the drift below. 

 

This water, which had proved so troublesome, would be important with the development of the 

Lavender Pit, as it was all needed for the mill. 
 

 

 

 

A last effort to find ore in new ground

• In 1926, the C&A made a 

fabulous discovery in 

the Campbell mine

• This pushed the known 

extent of ore much 

farther east then ever 

expected. Where did the 

ore end?

• The Copper Queen held 

the ground just east  of 

the Campbell and there 

was every reason to 

hope the ore would 

continue even further

• However, it was not to 

be. Only a few weakly 

mineralized structures 

and abundant water 

were ever found.  The 

ore did not extend onto 

the Queen ground

• This last hope, this last 

effort brought nothing 

but disappointment   

The warren shaft was sunk to a 

depth of 2,200 feet with exploration 

drifts driven toward the Campbell 

and extensive diamond drilling was 

undertake, but without any success.  

However, the water it did develop 

would become important 25 years 

later when the Lavender pit opened

Graeme Larkin collection 

Warren shaft - 1928

~~~~~
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Safety illustration 

demonstrating the wrong 

way (left) and the right 

way to hoist drill steels. 

C-1915 Copper Queen 

Consolidated Mining 

Co. 

Graeme Larkin Collection 

The worker is not forgotten

With the increased 

numbers of inexperienced 

miners came an 

unacceptable number of 

injuries, often serious.

A safety department 

was established in 

1913.  While it took a 

few years to become 

fully effective, the 

results were 

impressive. Safety 

became everyone's 

business, everyday

~~~~~

Photos used during 

safety training           

C - 1915    
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Accident prevention is recognized and awarded

Graeme Larkin collection 

Dayshift crew at the Southwest mine recognized 

for an exceptional safety record - 1926

As an integral part of the 

Copper Queen safety program, 

exceptional safety performance 

was recognized on a crew basis 

and rewarded on an individual 

level      ~~~~~

Copper Queen safety 

awards 1926 – 1930
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Safety becomes an everyday effort

While Bisbee was spared any of the 

catastrophic events for which mines 

are known, accidents, particularly 

fatalities, were far too frequent.  

The year 1918 was the worst when a 

loaded blast in the Sacramento Pit 

exploded prematurely, killing four 

and injuring six            ~~~~~

Source:  Phelps Dodge  Corp.

~~~~~
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From the very beginning, sections of the Copper Queen mine were hot and the high humidity 

that accompanied the heat was an added burden to the men working below the water level.  This 

difficulty was recognized by the company through additional pay to those in these areas.  This 

additional pay was equal to 28.5% more, a significant difference, but it came at the cost of 

working in a very difficult, if not unhealthy environment. The company was keenly aware of the 

problems and always tried to open more access to an area, thereby allowing the natural flow of 

air currents to ventilate the mine.  However, it was very often many months before such openings 

were possible.  Meanwhile, the men labored in the heat and humidity. 

 

In 1908, sulfide mine fires began and with them came more than heat.  Deadly carbon monoxide 

gas was generated which had to be controlled and forced air ventilation was the best way to do 

so. 
 

 

 

Improving the work environment was important

Graeme Larkin collection 

Installing a large ventilation 

blower in the Gardner mine - 1912

Many sections of the mines were hot, 

often very hot with temperatures in 

excess of 100
o  

not rare.  When  the 

sulfide ores were hit the temperature 

climbed even further.  Working in 

these environments was difficult at 

best.  Once working places were 

connected by more than one opening, 

natural ventilation was used to cool 

the mines as well as remove blasting 

smoke and dust.  While this helped, in 

some areas of the mine, it was not 

adequate in others, particularly the 

deeper mines. Compressed air was 

used to cool areas when it became 

available, but this was  inefficient

Electricity allowed the introduction 

of forced air ventilation with 

immediate benefits.  This type of 

control of air movement became ever 

more critical when  sulfide mine fires 

started occurring   ~~~~~

Forced air ventilation 

makes work safer and 

more productive

Improving the work environment was important
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Mine fires plague the Copper Queen

• With the mining of sulfide ores came mine fires. Sulfides naturally 

decompose on exposure to oxygen, a process which generates  heat, 

lots of heat, enough to ignite the mine timbers and the sulfide ores 

themselves. This was hard to control, but could be monitored

• Miners candles, if carelessly placed and left unattended, also caused 

fires.  This source of fire was controllable with training and care

• Carbon monoxide gas, a natural combustion product, was the real 

danger in case of fire.  Air flow  must be controlled to stop the spread

• Every precaution was taken to prevent these very dangerous events, 

but still, dozens occurred and some  of the sulfide mine fires were 

never extinguished 

Automatic closing, 

concrete frame and 

steel fire door

C - 1915

Graeme Larkin 

collection

Cast iron, candle 

sconce on mine timber

C- 1909

Graeme Larkin collection

Cast iron 

sconces were 

made to hold 

the candles 

while not 

allowing them 

to set fire to 

the timber         

~~~~~

Fireproof doors 

were set in all of 

the drifts leaving a 

shaft station to 

control air flow in 

the event of a fire. 

They could be 

closed from remote 

points  
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The Copper Queen after 50 years

• The Sacramento Pit had been closed 

due to the exhaustion of minable ore 

• Walter Douglas, who had rescued 

Bisbee once before, retired as 

president of Phelps Dodge Corp.

• The full weight of the depression 

was on the mines and smelter.  There 

was little market for copper even at 

the unprecedented low prices

• Many miners were laid off.  Men 

lucky enough to have a job were 

working half time

• There seemed to be little future  

here.  The end was surely at hand 

for the Copper Queen at Bisbee, but 

fate had other plans.  The Queen was 

not to die, not just yet    ~~~~~

Graeme Larkin collection 

Walter Douglas  C - 1925

By 1930, the Copper Queen had been mining at Bisbee for 50 

years.  The few remaining reserves in the several mines 

were scattered as well as  both low grade, under 5%, and 

expensive to mine.  For PD, the timing could hardly have 

been worse with the depression and its low copper prices.  

Hard choices concerning what to do  with its mines  were at hand
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The Oliver mine was named for Henry W. Oliver a steel produce of importance in the Pittsburgh 

area as well as an early, significant investor in the C & A.  In his estate, he established a 

scholarship for graduates of Bisbee or Ajo High schools who majored in geology or mining 

engineering at the University of Arizona. Many who entered the mining industry did so with the 

help of this fund, including the author.  
 

 

  

The C & A grows in to a major force in the industry

• The C & A developed the very 

rich Irish Mag mine quickly and 

leveraged this wealth into 

what became one of the primer 

copper companies of the era

• It also developed the nearby 

Oliver mine as soon as it became 

evident that the ore continued 

in that direction

• Both of these mines came on line 

relatively easy, once the initial 

ore was discovered

• The synergistic value of the 

two proximal mines soon paid 

off handsomely as surface 

facilities could be shared and 

underground connections made

• the increased production could 

provided the newly built 

smelter near Douglas with a 

secure source of ore

• The C&A then went on to 

develop other mines, but under 

the asepses of other, yet 

related companies   ~~~~~
Graeme Larkin collection  
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The Lake Superior & Pittsburg Mining Co.

• The first mine it developed 

was the Hoatson, named for 

the man that brought the 

C&A to Bisbee.  It proved to 

be a very good producer

• Water was hit in the lower 

levels of the mine, but not in 

unmanageable amounts

• This water was to portend 

the future problems that 

would come with further 

development in this part of 

the district

• This was one of the several related companies the C&A 

used to develop other mines.  While the shareholding of 

the company varied somewhat, the management was the 

same as C&A in virtually every respect

• The intent of this was to establish a corporate vale to 

protect the assets of the  C&A in the case of failure or 

complications related to the mines being developed

Graeme Larkin collection  

Hoatson mine  C - 1908

~~~~~
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The Cole had been purchased from the South Bisbee Mining Company, which had started work 

on this area when it was well outside of the known ore zone.  While the South Bisbee Mining 

Co. never found the hoped for copper, others did and in substantial quantities.  In this regard they 

were visionaries who lacked the funding to continue prospecting until sufficient ore was found, a 

common fate of undercapitalized mining companies to this day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Lake Superior & Pittsburg Mining Co.

• The second mine developed by 

the Lake Superior and 

Pittsburg (L.S. & P.) was one 

purchased from the South 

Bisbee Mining Company.

• initially called the L.S.&P. No. 

2.  Later it was renamed the 

“Cole” to honor Thomas Cole, 

the president of both the C&A 

and L.S.&P.  as well as the 

other related companies

• The Cole was the 

southernmost mine at the time, 

well outside of the known ore 

areas and as such, very 

speculative 

• Good ore was hit early in the 

development of the mine and it 

became an important source of 

copper for most of the  next 70 

years

Graeme Larkin collection 

L.S. &P. No. 2 mine  C - 1910

Graeme Larkin collection 

Miners at the  L.S.&P. mine  C- 1908
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The Junction Shaft, shown 

here in 1906, was sunk on 

the results of a diamond 

drill hole that indicated ore 

was to be found at a depth 

of 700 feet under the thick 

cover of post-mineral 

Glance Conglomerate 

 

 

The Junction Development Co and the L.S. & p.

• The Junction mine was 

started by the closely 

related Junction 

Development Co. and soon 

folded into the L.S.&P.

• Its location was based on a 

surface diamond drill hole 

that showed promising 

mineralization 

• The ore was there as 

promised by the drill hole, 

but what the hole did not 

show was the incredible 

amounts of water which 

filled this basin and which 

would later impede the 

development of this mine

• In the final analysis, the 

Junction may well have been 

the most productive of all of 

Bisbee’s mines  

• Its largely sulfide 

orebodies were often 

of good size and grade.  

The rock was generally 

strong which brought 

lower mining costs

• From 1905  until its 

closure in 1958, this 

incredible mine  was the 

mainstay of copper 

production at Bisbee

Graeme Larkin collection  

Junction mine  C - 1910

~~~~~
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A shift of men posed for this group portrait before going underground at the Junction Mine C – 1925. At the time, 

and for some 30 years after, the Junction was the largest mine at Bisbee, thus the large number of men. Graeme 

Larkin collection   
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2200 level Junction pump 

station showing the 

number two pump 

capable of pumping 1,000 

gallon per min. to the 

surface.  It was one of 

five, positive 

displacement piston types 

in this massive pump 

station and augmented by 

a single 2,250 GPM, 

centrifugal pump. Graeme 

Larkin collection 

Water  was an ever-present problem at the Junction 

• Water was an issue in 

this mine to the very 

end with pumping 

rates varying from 

highs of 5,800 gallons 

per minute to a steady 

state average of 

2,700 gallons per 

minute 

• By 1925, the Junction 

was handling all 

water from the 

Copper Queen and 

Denn mines under 

contracts  as well as 

all of the water 

developed by the C&A 

mines.  It remained the 

principal pumping 

shaft  to the very end                            

~~~~~

Larger and larger pumps were 

placed in the Junction until  the 

massive pump station on the 2200 

level was completed in 1924  with 

six large pumps capable of  pumping 

more than 7,000 gallon per minute

Graeme Larkin collection  

The 2,250 GPM, # 6 pump, 2200 level Junction mine    

C - 1928
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The C&A has a few misses as well

• Good ore had been found at 

the Cole and the orebodies in 

the Copper Queen had been 

rich beyond description.  It 

seem only logical that a shaft 

placed between the two would 

develop ore as well.  It did not

• The Congdon shaft, was 

developed by the related 

Pittsburg & Duluth Mining Co. 

and named for one of the C&A 

directors, Chester A. 

Congdon. It was fully 

expected to  hit ore quickly.  

While it was more than 1250 

feet deep, and contained 

numerous prospecting drifts, 

little more than a few small 

pods of ore were ever hit

• But then, the Silver Bear 

shaft of the Copper Queen 

was in align with this same 

suggested trend and it too 

was barren.  Was the geologic 

theory simply wrong? 

• Exploration work from the 

Cole mine 50 years later 

would discover the expected 

ore.   However, it was in a 

completely different 

limestone unit, one which had 

never  contained much ore  

before and 300 feet deeper. 

The geologic theory was 

reasonable, but Congdon had 

simple not been developed 

deep enough    ~~~~~

Graeme Larkin collection  

Congdon mine   C - 1906
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The C&A misses again with the Powell shaft

• The fine orebodies 

discovered in the Shattuck 

mine had led to discoveries in 

the adjacent properties of 

others

• At the Uncle Sam mine of the 

Copper Queen, extensions of 

the Shattuck ores to both 

the north and west had been 

found

• A southern extensions of 

these ores was being mined by 

the Wolverine and Arizona

• The likely eastern extension 

was to be found by the 

Powell shaft, named for 

Louis Powell  a vice president 

of the C&A  and manager at 

Bisbee. However, the 

Shattuck ores did not extend 

very far to the east.  The 900 

foot deep shaft and 

associated drifts hit nothing

Graeme Larkin collection  

400 level  station, Powell Shaft  - 1961
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The Calumet & Pittsburgh develops the  Briggs mine

• Charles Briggs was one of the 

founding directors of the C&A 

group of companies and the 

east most mine developed by 

the group was named for him

• The trend of the ores in both 

the Hoatson and Junction 

mines suggested the site 

chosen for the Briggs mine 

should be good, and it was. 

However, no one expected the 

flow of water in the area to be 

anything like it was - seemingly 

endless  and huge

• Time after time, the work of 

sinking the shaft had to be 

suspended until new, large 

pumps could be installed. Even 

when work could be pursued, it 

was in waist-deep water. 

Hardly, a productive 

environment

A drift was driven below the 

Briggs from the 1300 level 

Hoatson and a drill hole put 

in the shaft bottom, this 

brought very little relief.  

Work was then suspended 

until a drift from the 1500 

level of the Junction could 

reach the area and hopefully 

drain it.  This effort 

succeeded after  two years 

Ironically,  in later years, the Briggs 

became better known for its sulfide 

mine fires than its water problem
Graeme Larkin collection 

Briggs mine - 1906~~~~~
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John Campbell Greenway was born in Huntsville, Alabama, on July 6, 1872. He attended the 

University of Virginia and was graduated in 1895 from the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale 

University where he excelled in the sport of football and was one of the 35 Ivy League players 

feature on early trading cards by a tobacco company.  

 

His early employment as a furnace helper for the Carnegie Steel Company was both humble and 

brief, as he joined Roosevelt's Rough Riders in the Spanish-American War. After earning a Silver 

Star for his courageous service at the Battle of San Juan Hill, he was recommended for brevet 

captain by Colonel Roosevelt. 

 

Beginning in 1899, Greenway held executive positions in a number of mine, steel, and railroad 

companies then in July of 1910 he joined the Calumet and Arizona Mining Company as its 

General Manager based in Bisbee.  He took an already good mining company and made it better, 

much better through his innovative leadership and visionary approach to the industry. 

 

His visionary approach to mining led the C&A to Ajo, Arizona where acid based dump leaching 

and copper cementation brought an otherwise unless mine to account for the great benefit of the 

The C&A become a force in the industry

In mid-1910, John Greenway is appointed 

General Manager of the C&A, replacing 

Luis Powell.  Then, in 1911, all of the 

several related companies at Bisbee are 

merged into the C&A. Its rich and 

efficient mines are making the investors 

money, lots of money.  The unheard of  

amount  of $80,000,000 was paid in 

dividends from 1904 to 1920. 

The C&A expands beyond Bisbee and into the Courtland-Gleason 

area with no luck, but then to Ajo with great success

Graeme Larkin Collection 

John C. Greenway  C - 1910
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Calumet and Arizona stock certificate -1909
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company.  He employed well know architects to build the town of Ajo. Greenway served for one 

year as a regent of the University of Arizona before the United States entered World War I. 

During the war, he took leave from the C&A to serve as a combat officer in the US 

Expeditionary Force in France.  He was especially praised for his heroic conduct in battle and 

was cited for bravery at Cambrai. France awarded him the Croix de Guerre, the Legion of Honor, 

and the Croix de l'Etoile. He also received a Distinguished Service Cross. 

 

Following the War, he returned to Arizona and the management of the C&A however, he 

remained active in the US Army reserve. In 1919 Greenway became a colonel of the infantry, 

and three years later he was promoted to brigadier general. Full of stamina, John Greenway 

continued to be active in business and politics in Arizona where he was considered as potential 

US presidential candidate and was often mentioned as a candidate for governor of Arizona. 
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The C&A mines were among the most efficient

• The C&A mines were just being 

developed when the Copper 

Queen began its modernization 

program.  Thus, they did not 

have to redo everything

• It copied the CQ in some things 

and showed the way in others

• Electricity was introduced 

underground in 1906 with 

trolley haulage  starting in 

1907

• Compressed air drills were 

introduced at the very 

beginning of mining, though 

hand drilling was used as well

• Diamond drilling was used as a 

prospecting tool very early on

• It built a modern smelter near 

Douglas in 1903 and kept 

expanding    ~~~~~

Graeme Larkin collection 

Diamond drill prospecting in the C&A mine - 1905

Graeme Larkin collection  

C&A smelter Douglas  C - 1925
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The C&A continues it success at Bisbee

The Campbell shaft was developed primarily as a ventilation 

opening to cool the areas being mined east of the Junction.  It 

was named for Gordon R. Campbell, then secretary of the C&A.  

Work was started in 1918 with sinking from the surface and 

raising from the 1300 level of the junction.  The tie in was 

flawlessly completed in very late 1919. Soon thereafter, good 

ore was found nearby, but this was just to be the beginning of 

great things to come as exploration work continued.

Graeme Larkin collection 

Campbell mine with the initial sinking hoist 

in place   C - 1920

The largest and richest sulfide 

orebody ever found at Bisbee 

was discovered in the Campbell 

mine in 1926.  It extended from 

above the 1200 level to below 

the 2566 level and contained 

more than 1,000,000 tons of 

ore. It was mined from the time 

of discovery until 1955 and did 

much to keep Bisbee open during 

the depression of the 1930s

~~~~~
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The eight hour law: 

 

23-282. Underground mine employees and hoisting engineers; eight hour day; exceptions; 

violation; classification 

A. Employment in mining activities in underground mines and underground workings is declared 

injurious to health and dangerous to life and limb of those employed therein. 

B. The period of employment for all persons employed or engaged in mining activities in 

underground mines or underground workings or as hoisting engineers at underground mines shall 

not exceed eight hours within any twenty-four hour period and the eight hours shall include the 

time used in descending to and ascending from the point or place of work in an underground 

mine or underground workings place of work. 

C. The period of employment prescribed in subsection B may be deviated from in the following 

instances: 

1. In an emergency, where life or property is in imminent danger, the period of labor prescribed 

in subsection B may be prolonged during the continuance of the emergency. 

The C&A looks after its employees as well

Graeme Larkin collection 

Fire rescue team drill in the yard of 

the Junction mine  C - 1920

Like  the C.Q.C.M.Co., the C&A was 

progressive, for the time, in how it 

treated its employees, though not 

quite as quick  as the CQ to respond 

to change.  

It stopped Sunday work for its men 

in 1912, something the Copper 

Queen had done in 1887.  The C&A 

implemented the eight hour day in 

1903 when legislated. The Queen 

had done this by 1895.

A  fine safety department was 

established in 1915 with impressive 

effect.  Fatalities decreased from 6 

in 1915 to 1 in 1920.

To the great benefit of the miners, 

forced air ventilation was 

introduced in 1915. The work areas 

were now much cooler ~~~~~
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2. The hours of employment may be changed from one part of the day to another at stated 

periods, the change not to occur more than once in any two weeks, and the employment may be 

for more than eight hours during the day in which the change is made. 

3. If the employer has adopted a policy of longer periods of employment based on a collective 

bargaining agreement between the employer and one or more labor organizations representing 

one or more affected employees that expressly authorizes longer periods of employment, but in 

no event longer than twelve hours in any twenty-four hour period, subject to compliance with the 

terms and conditions for implementing periods of employment in excess of eight hours as set 

forth in the collective bargaining agreement. For purposes of this paragraph, "affected 

employees" means all or any group of employees of the employer, regardless of whether or not 

the employees are members of a labor organization, whose periods of employment are limited 

pursuant to subsection B of this section. 

D. Any person violating any provision of this section, and any person who, as foreman, manager, 

superintendent, director, or officer of a corporation, or as employer or superior officer of any 

person, knowingly commands, persuades, or allows any person to violate any provision of this 

section is guilty of a class 2 misdemeanor. 

E. Each day this section is violated constitutes a separate offense.  
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John Greenway had actually resigned as General Manger in June of 1925 following a dispute 

with Gordon Campbell, the president of the company.  The dispute was over the obligation of a 

“handshake” deal Greenway had made and which was no longer economically advantages to the 

company, but Greenway insisted in honoring as it was his word. The C&A lawyers said the 

agreement was not binding as it was never committed to paper and signed.  Greenway refused to 

back down and Campbell took the side of the lawyers.  Greenway continued to serve as a 

consultant however. 

This incredible career came to a very premature end with his death in New York City on January 

19, 1926 following an illness of several months. Arizona honored John Campbell Greenway in 

death by choosing him as one of the two personages to honor with a statue in the US Capital 

Building.  A life sized bronze by Gutzon Borglum was placed in the National Statuary Hall in 

1930. 

 

 

1926 – the best of times and the worst of times for the 

C&A

Graeme Larkin collection 

Construction of  the Campbell mine 

facility  -1926 

Football at Yale 

1894 

Statue in the  Statuary 

Hall of  the US  Capital 

Washington, DC - 1930

1926 - John Greenway dies

The C&A never quite recovers from 

the loss of this extraordinary man 

and exceptional leader. It starts to 

falter at a most inopportune time

1926 - The wonderfully rich 

Campbell orebody is found

~~~~~
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1930 - The C&A nears its end

The rich orebodies in the 

Campbell and the other fine 

mines could not save the C&A 

when the great depression hit 

in 1929 and copper prices 

fell to lows never before 

seen

There is no profit to be made.  

Worse yet, there is too little 

money in the bank to carry 

the company.  It had all been 

invested in expanding the 

mines or paid out  to 

investors as dividends                       

~~~~~
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The 1920s are difficult for other companies as well

The early 1920s were a time of low 

copper prices which put a great deal 

of economic pressure on the mines at 

Bisbee.  In 1920, the Denn mine had 

closed because of huge inflows of 

water which it simple could not 

afford to pump.  the Shattuck was 

still operating, but in old and 

inefficient  ways.  Worst of all, it  

was  running out of high grade ore
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Denn & Arizona mine & mill C - 1922
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Shattuck  Denn Mining Co. stock certificate 

1925

In 1925, after several 

months of often bitter 

dispute, the Shattuck  & 

Arizona merged with the 

Denn  & Arizona to form the 

Shattuck Denn Mining 

company. It then went on to 

exploit the fine orebodies in 

the Denn mine as well as 

expand beyond Bisbee.  The 

Shattuck  mine was leased 

to others         ~~~~~
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1930 finds the three remaining companies in very 

different positions

Atlanta Holbrook

Baxter Lowell

Boras Sacramento

Cochise & Calumet Sacramento Pit

Contact Silver Bear

Copper Queen Southwest

Cuprite Spray

Czar Uncle Sam

Dallas Wade Hampton

Gardner Warren (new)

Briggs Irish Mag

Campbell Junction

Cole L.S.&P. No. 3

Congdon Oliver

Hoatson Powell

• In the first year of the 

“great depression” PD was 

almost out of minable ore, 

but had a substantial cash 

reserve

• C&A had huge ore reserves, 

but had largely depleted its 

available cash 

• The Shattuck Denn had 

reasonable ore reserves 

for its size, and sufficient 

cash to see it through the 

hard times -- with prudent 

management

• Cash made the difference, 

the C&A had none, it was to 

disappear ~~~~~

Mines developed by Phelps Dodge prior to 
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Shattuck                     Denn    
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